Information for Artists and Performers

We are a small culture center in the northern part of Kiel. Our non-professional, voluntary
members strive to offer the residents in our community and surrounding area an interesting
and varied cultural program.
You could imagine presenting such a program in our facility? Fantastic! We hope that the
following basic conditions meet your taste just as your program meets ours. In any case we
would like to thank you for your interest in us.

“Kulturladen Leuchtturm” offers its audiences:






concerts (also open sessions)
exhibitions
children’s theatre
comedy and cabaret
lectures (also with slide shows)

General information about facilities
The room in which these performances/exhibitions take place is 43m². This means a
maximum audience of 55 can be accommodated. If tables are required, the capacity is
reduced to approximately 35. The stage is about 8m² (3.95m wide and 2m deep). A PA
system is available:


1 x sound mixer Soundcraft Signature 16 (12 XLR input of which 4 XLR with dbx
Limiter, 4 AUX-input Pre/Past-Fade, Lexicon FX Effects, 4 subgroups, USB port,
digital input and output)
 2 x Mic SM58 and 2 x Mic SM57
 acoustic output capacity EV ZLX 12 P (12“ woofer and 1.5” horn, 250W RMS)
 2 small active monitors
Stage lighting (LED spots) is provided
We have a kitchen area where small snacks or drinks can be prepared.
There is also a small courtyard where performances could be held.

In addition to these basic conditions, a pleasant atmosphere is provided by a friendly team
that aspires to make every occasion a thoroughly satisfying one for the audience as well as
for the artists. Within our means we try our best to cater to special wishes.
We provide the posters, flyers and announcements in local press publications. You can also
express wishes concerning poster design and content.
Pay is usually arranged by agreement beforehand within the realm of our limited possibilities,
but “passing the hat” would also be acceptable. We believe that the artists themselves are
mainly responsible for the applause and recognition they receive from the audience, but we
do wish you the best of luck for your performance!

